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The first Fight Code event of the year just ended, and Giorgio Petrosyan beat Artur Kyshenko
by unanimous decision.

They met in the main event of the event, Petrosyan being the number one fighter in all of
kickboxing and Kyshenko a top five fighter in the 70kg division. Many thought this might be
Giorgio's toughest test yet, as Kyshenko is a huge fighter for the 70kg weight class, often taking
fights far above the weight limit. Kyshenko has been top 5 for some time now. He was one of
the few top fighters that Giorgio had never faced.

Petrosyan simply outclassed Kyshenko, putting on a masterful performance. It was vintage
Giorgio Petrosyan, living up to his moniker of "The Doctor." Giorgio's counter punches threw
Kyshenko off for the whole fight, leaving the Ukrainian fighter based out of Mike's Gym clearly
rattled at points. Even when the fight turned into clinch grappling, Giorgio still got the better of
Kyshenko, who was much bigger and stronger and can bully opponents.

Easily the best part of Giorgio's performance was his movement. He had Kyshenko looking
clueless at times, taking angles, moving in and out. Giorgio would out-manuevre Kyshenko to
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such a great extent a few times that he basically had Artur's back. He would move in, throw the
straight left and move right back out before Kyshenko could even get a punch off, missing by
miles at times.

I've seen a lot of people say that they're "not impressed" by Giorgio's performance or thought he
"didn't look good." I think that's crazy. Giorgio Petrosyan just completely shut down a top 5
fighter in the world and made him look lost for a large portion of the fight. It was truly a masterful
display of technical skills to completely stifle Artur Kyshenko.
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